
 
 

Monthly Outlook for April 
 

After a strong year for stocks following the pandemic lows charted in March of 2020, we must prepare ourselves for a more normal 

pace of gains moving forward.  The transition period for stocks spanning the spring and summer is the logical time for broad equity 

market performance to level off.  Between May and October, the average return for the S&P 500 Index is essentially flat, pausing 

amidst the slowing of growth following the ramp in economic activity leading into the spring.  But before we get to this softer time of 

year, there is still time to find opportunities in risk assets that will benefit from the tremendous growth that is playing out in the 

economy, particularly on the manufacturing side.  The strength in manufacturing activity continues to bode well for many of the pro-

cyclical bets in the market, such as those in the energy, financial, industrial, and materials sectors.  These sectors remain positive on a 

seasonal basis through the month ahead, eventually peaking, on average, around the start of May.  The opportunities into the start 

of spring remain plentiful, but we may need to shift our focus towards some of the more historically defensive areas of the market, 

including technology, through the summer.  The data will continue to be our guide. 

 



 

Elevated levels of concern 

Now that we have past the one year anniversary to the broad equity market low charted at the end of March 2020, there is still 

evidence that fear/concern remains emended amongst investor psychology.  The volatility index (VIX) remains elevated above the 

gap charted one year and one month ago on February 24, emphasizing that, despite stocks being at new heights, fear has yet to go 

away.  The lower limit of the gap between 18 and 22 came close to being tested in the past month.  In the past, we have suggested a 

simple and binary approach to being risk-on and risk-off in the equity market using the VIX.  When the so-called “fear-gauge” jumps 

AND peaks above 21, the event typically coincides with significant market lows, warranting an aggressive stance in stocks.  This 

proved to be true last year when the VIX peaked on March 18th, forcing us to become bullish in our portfolio positioning and 

commentary the very next day.  Conversely, when the VIX falls AND bottoms below 12, the event typically coincides with significant 

market peaks.  The VIX has yet to reset or get anywhere near a 12 handle to suggest a significant sell signal for stocks may be near.  A 

sell signal with respect to this indicator will likely come at some point this year, but stocks still have some work to do/tricks to play in 

order to get the broader market vulnerable enough to chart a major peak.  The signal may be simple, but it’s quite amazing how 

effective it has been over history as a way of trading the market.  Seasonally, the volatility index falls sharply, on average, through the 

month of April.  

 



 

 

Tracking the trend in COVID cases compared to the seasonal norm 

The ongoing spread of COVID cases around the globe is certainly manifesting itself in higher than average levels of investor hesitancy. 

The new case count of coronavirus globally bottomed in February and it has been slowly rising in what some are arguing as a third 

wave.  Various countries in Europe have re-introduced lockdown measures meant to thwart the spread of the virus and questions are 

arising whether the United States may need to re-introduce its own restrictions, even as it prepares for the widespread distribution 

of the vaccine by May.  A re-flaring of respiratory illnesses at this point in the year would not be unheard of, but it would certainly be 

abnormal.  Following an average peak in respiratory illnesses in the middle of February, the cases of respiratory illnesses in the 

northern hemisphere tend to decline through to a low in August.  This year, respiratory illnesses, as gauged by COVID cases alone, 

peaked early in January as efforts to mitigate the spread of the virus came into effect following the end of year holidays.  While we 

have yet to see a significant rise in the case count in the US, it is becoming evident that the sharply negative slope is starting to 

shallow.  This is a minor divergence compared to the seasonal average trend, which points to a rapid decline through the back half of 

winter and into the spring.  In our work, the fundamental prong to our approach involves comparing how actual data compares to 

seasonal norms and this divergence could become meaningful if case counts rise at a time when they should be falling.  We are not 

there yet. 



 

 

While equity prices have been undeterred by the rise in COVID cases around the globe, traders in the commodity market certainly 

reacted in the month of March.  Oil prices plunged in the back half of March as traders in the commodity became concerned over the 

impact renewed restrictions would have on demand and the reopening of economies this summer.  The price of West Texas 

Intermediate (WTI) Crude dropped by over 6% in two separate sessions, breaking below rising trend-channel support that had 

defined the limits of the upward trajectory for the past four months.  Buyers have been willing to step in at the rising 50-day moving 

average around $59, keeping the intermediate-term trend of higher-highs and higher-lows intact.  Momentum indicators had been 

negatively diverging from price prior to the decline, indicating waning buying demand as price reached the highest level since 

2018.  Despite the crack of the defined limits of the rising trend, this is still a commodity that is on the rise, although the variable 

hurdle at the 50-day moving average is a rather important one to watch as a break would likely trigger another set of sell 

programs.  Downside risks remain logical to the rising 100-day moving average at $51.50.  In the demand metrics that we track, we 

have yet to see anything material that would take down the fundamental prong to our approach.  We would have to wait for the 

fundamental trends to actually show that an impact is being felt in order to take down our bullish view of the commodity and the 

energy sector overall.  This still remains a market segment that we want exposure to through the month of April and the opportunity 

to buy names in the energy sector around levels of rising support is enticing.  As we constantly emphasize, we have no room in our 

strategy for speculation and rather just rely on what the three prongs to our approach (seasonal, technical, fundamental) have to say.  

Upside target for the energy commodity is somewhere around $70 by some point in the next six months, based on the present trend 

of demand, constrained levels of supply, and the limit of previous rising trendline resistance.  Of course, if the data shifts, so must 

we. 



 

 

Manufacturer Euphoria 

One of the factors that give us confidence in the pro-cyclical areas of the market, such as energy, into the spring is the strength that 

continues to be apparent in the manufacturing economy.  Manufacturers are practically euphoric as a result.  The Philadelphia Fed 

has indicated that their Manufacturer Business Outlook survey jumped to +51.8 for March from +23.1 recorded in 

February.  Stripping out the adjustments, the actual level of the manufacturer index was +58.9, which is the second best March level 

on record.  The average level for the third month of the year is +26.0.  Similarly, above average results have been recorded within 

other regions in the US.  Positive values indicate manufacturer optimism, coincident with expanding conditions.  The data continues 

to confirm that exposure to pro-cyclical segments of the market (financials, materials, industrials, and energy) continues to be 

warranted as businesses seek to get back to normal and supply product to a hot consumer economy. Manufacturer inventories 

remain low and demand for goods is high, conducive to maintaining the tailwind behind these segments through the months ahead. 



 

As manufacturers seek to get back to normal and, perhaps, expand, they are seeking the labor required to do so.  Manufacturing 

openings surged through the back half of last year, resulting in the best calendar-year performance on record. The strength 

continued into the new year with openings rising by 16.0% in January, ahead of the 13.8% increase that is average for the start of the 

year.  The strength of demand for manufactured goods is also ballooning up in mining/logging hiring, which just recorded the largest 

January increase in opportunities on record. Mining openings more than doubled in January with an increase of 121%, far ahead of 

the 17.7% increase that is average for the period. While, typically, metals and mining stocks would start to fade beyond the end of 

February, the fundamental drivers are placing this industry into extra innings, something that should persist into the spring. ETFs to 

take advantage of the industry group are the SPDR S&P Metals & Mining ETF (XME), iShares MSCI Global Metals & Mining ETF (PICK) 

and, the Canadian equivalent, the S&P/TSX Global Base Metals ETF (XBM).  These ETFs continue to check off the three-prongs to our 

approach incorporating seasonal, technical and fundamental analysis.  In the Seasonal Advantage Portfolio that we manage in 

partnership with CastleMoore, we have exposure to XBM. 

https://charts.equityclock.com/spdr-sp-metals-and-mining-etf-nysexme-seasonal-chart
https://charts.equityclock.com/ishares-msci-global-metals-mining-producers-etf-amexpick-seasonal-chart
https://charts.equityclock.com/ishares-sptsx-global-base-metals-index-etf-tsexbm-to-seasonal-chart


 

Copper 

The strength in the manufacturing economy continues to manifest itself in the price of copper, which has held a sharp rise of higher-

highs and higher-lows for many months.  We have maintained an Accumulate rating of the metal for some time based on the 

breakout of price above long-term declining trendline resistance around $2.80 last summer.  The commodity has been support by its 

rising 50-day moving average since last spring and momentum indicators continue to show characteristics of a bullish trend.  The 

trend is indicative of the sentiment of investors towards the manufacturing resurgence and the pro-cyclical bias in stocks, in general.  

Any weakness back to rising trendline support at $3.80 continues to warrant accumulating exposure to the industrial metal in order 

to benefit from the positive macro fundamental backdrop and positive seasonal tendencies that span through the month of 

April.  Weakness in May and June have typically provide an opportunity to book profits and stand aside. 

 



 

 

Welcome to construction season 

Of course, we cannot talk about the prospects for the economy and the market through the spring without at least touching on 

construction season.  Seasonally, stocks in the construction industry tend move higher into the spring based on an increase in 

spending through the first half of the year.  So far, the fundamental macro trends have us encouraged of an upbeat construction 

season ahead as pandemic restrictions are alleviated and postponed projects are finally started.  Infrastructure spending under the 

Biden administration would just be a bonus.  Companies in the industry are preparing for a busy season ahead.  Construction job 

openings jumped by 48.3% in January, well ahead of the average change of an increase of 37.4%. Recent reports have shown that 

construction spending in the US has started to bubble up and this is leading to a hiring binge.  The easiest way to take advantage of 

the strength in the construction industry is through the Invesco Dynamic Building and Construction ETF (PKB). The ETF continues to 

chart record highs and outperformance versus the market remains readily apparent. PKB is a holding in the Seasonal Advantage 

Portfolio that we manage in partnership with CastleMoore and it is also a holding in the model portfolio that we provide to 

subscribers at the end of our monthly report. The optimal holding period for the ETF runs between November 12 and March 4, 

however, an average trend of outperformance persists into the middle of May 

https://charts.equityclock.com/invesco-dynamic-building-construction-etf-nysepkb-seasonal-chart


  

 

How to defend your portfolio this summer 

A trend that is becoming apparent in recent reports to start the year is emerging strength in defense production.  Through the first 

two months of the year, defense and space production was seen trending 1.2% above the seasonal norm, representing the best pace 

through this point in the year since 2012.  Following a year when many of the constituents with ties to the aerospace industry, 

including those more commonly associated with defense, suffered as a result of the grounding of the 737 Max and pandemic 

restrictions, activity in the defense/aerospace industry is starting to recover.  In a report on durable goods orders, we referred to this 

strength as green-shoots as the there is still a long runway ahead (literally) for many of these companies to return to normal.  The 

iShares Aerospace and Defense ETF (ITA) has already started to react favourably in recent weeks, outperforming the market as 

buyers are drawn in to the economic rebound bet.  Seasonally, stocks in this space generally perform well through the spring and 

summer.  In the summer, you can become defensive in equities or you can simply invest in defense.  The sector tends to be less 

expose to seasonal fluctuations in the economy, therefore making it an ideal industry to stay invested in stocks during the weaker 

time of year for equity markets.  This is an industry where the three-prongs to our approach (seasonal, technical, and fundamental 



analysis) are aligned favourably.  The ETF pulled back to horizontal and trendline support at $97.50 around the end of March, 

providing an opportunity to accumulate positions for the positive seasonal timeframe ahead. 

 

  

Spring is the time for real estate 

The spring tends to be a strong timeframe for Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), resulting in outperformance of sector 

constituents first between March and April and then again between May and September.  As the cost of borrowing peaks in the 

spring, this interest rate sensitive segment of the market rises, outperforming the broader market in the process.  The most widely 

traded REIT ETF continues to see its relative performance evolve favourably, indicating investor demand as the first period of 

seasonal strength gets underway.  The iShares US Real Estate ETF (IYR) has poked its nose above trendline resistance and 

performance relative to the market is breaking out.  The fact that stocks in this sector have been able to remain resilient amidst the 

sharp surge in the cost of borrowing through the first quarter just emphasizes the demand for sector constituents as an economic 



recovery play.  Similarly, the Residential REIT ETF (REZ), highlighted in a past reports, has been our preferred vehicle to play the early 

strength in REITs, which have emerged as a market leader alongside many of the economic reopening plays.  Many residential REITs 

have not seen revenues impacted as a result of the pandemic, as analysts had feared, and recently passed stimulus bodes well to firm 

up on their fundamental foundation through the year ahead.  The optimal holding period for the Residential REIT ETF (REZ) runs from 

February 19 to May 18. 

 

 

Telecommunications sector 

Aside from REITs, another more defensive sector that investors can look to in the spring is telecom.  Performance relative to the 

market has stabilized for the first time in years, suggesting that investors are starting to show interest in the formerly lagging 

bet.  The iShares US Telecommunications ETF (IYZ) is sitting around the highest level since 2017 after breaking out of a trading range 

that spanned between $24 and $30.  The $6 range projects an upside target towards $36. But what stands out on the chart is not 

what the sector ETF is doing on an absolute basis, but rather how it is performing versus the market.  Following a trend of 

underperformance that has persisted versus the market since March of last year, performance is back on par with the broader 

market.  It’s a start.  The sector has been an underperformer versus the market for years, giving little incentive to be an investor.  But 

the stabilization versus the market may give investors looking for a lower beta holding versus the market the opportunity to take 

position.  Seasonally, the optimal holding period for the ETF runs from February 21 to June 29, making this an ideal hold during the 



back half of spring as strength in higher beta sectors tends to fade.  For investors looking to take down risk, particularly through May 

and June, this may be an ideal candidate. 

 

Looking out over the horizon at the flipside to this pro-cyclical shift 

While we pretty much have our shopping cart full going into the month of April, dominated by pro-cyclical areas of the market 

(energy, materials, industrials, and financials), we must prepare for the next shift on the horizon. Towards the middle of April, 

technology/momentum areas of the market come back into favour, on a seasonal basis.  The period between the middle of February 

and the middle of April is the weakest time of year for the technology sector, but, as we get into first quarter earnings season and 

developer conferences, these stocks tend to come back to life.  We have alluded to the pullback in the technology sector as a gift in 

order to accumulate these stocks at a discount.  We currently have little exposure to the technology sector in either the Seasonal 

Advantage Portfolio that we manage in partnership with CastleMoore or the model portfolio that we provide to subscribers.   The 

shopping list for our spring, momentum, trades that we are seeking to add more towards the middle of April include the 

Semiconductor ETF (SMH), the Software ETF (IGV), the Biotech ETF (IBB) and the Momentum ETF (MTUM).  Each of these segments 

of the market are turning lower almost precisely from their declining 50-day moving averages, placing this pullback on an 

intermediate timescale.  For many, seeking to enter at levels around rising 200-day moving averages looks appealing, but we will let 

the market determine at which level investors are willing to step in and strategize our entry point accordingly.  The 

rotation/weakness in the market is opening up opportunities and, as long as the fundamental prong to our approach continues to 

show above average growth, we want to take advantage of appealing technical entry points when the time comes. 



 

 

 

 



Time to take a position in the bond market? 

Through the end of the first quarter, we saw a good bout of mean reversion in the market as portfolio managers rebalanced their 

books in order to bring allocations back inline with investment policy statements.  This entailed investment managers buying losers 

and selling winners.  Portfolios that were overweight equities and underweight bonds had to rotate back into bonds and out of 

stocks, at least temporarily.  Bond prices had charted a parabolic decline lower since the year began, thereby elevating rates, but this 

end of quarter phenomenon was sufficient to alleviate the near vertical decline in prices.  But, beyond this near-term uptick in the 

price of the fixed income asset class, the desire to be overweight stocks and underweight bonds still remains into the month of April.  

The fourth month of the year tends to see the weakest performance of the fixed income asset class versus its equity counterpart 

given the flows to equity portfolios that dominate through the start of the quarter. 

 

The ratio of the 10-year US Treasury Note price and the S&P 500 Index does an effective job of telling us when to be risk-on (in 

stocks) or risk-off (in bonds).  The ratio has been in a long-term decline since 2009, holding predominantly within a declining trading 

range as bonds underperform stocks.  The limits of the trend channel have provided indication of when to sell stocks/buy bonds and 

vice-versa.  The last signal it provided to switch from stocks to bonds was at the start of 2018, prior to the significant downdrafts in 

the equity market that were realized over the past couple of years.  Other signals to rotate from stocks to bonds were triggered in 

April of 2010, February of 2011, and December of 2014.  Each test and bounce from the lower limit of the declining range suggested 

that it was more prudent to be overweight bonds and underweight stocks.  We highlight this ratio as we are approaching the lower 

limit of the declining range again, suggesting another shift may be warranted at some point this year (just not yet).  Should this ratio 

break the sharp declining trend that has been intact over the past year, it would suggest backing off from risk and take shelter in the 

bond market.  The timing of when this may occur is pure speculation.  Seasonally, bonds tend to underperform stocks between now 

and the start of May, at which point the trend shifts in favor of the bond market through the remainder of spring and through the 

summer.  Things are lining up for a similar shift in the late-spring/early summer of this year, but we will let the charts make the final 

determination of how we are to position. 



 

 

Europe 

Going into the new quarter, consideration should be given to equities outside of the US, such as those in Europe.  Benchmarks in this 

region are breaking levels of resistance and short-term trends of outperformance against benchmarks in North America are 

becoming apparent.  We are currently within the optimal holding period for European equities.  The iShares Europe ETF (IEV) has 

benefitted from an optimal holding period between December 8 and April 30.  More broadly, the iShares MSCI EAFE ETF (EFA) has 

benefited between February 10 and April 30. 

 



 

Emerging Markets 

Over the past month, emerging market stocks have softened as investors debate the impact of stronger interest rates and a US Dollar 

that has seen a pause in its declining trend.  The weakness that followed the Chinese Lunar New Year in February is not unheard of, 

but the weakness was certainly much more severe than what is average through the end of February and during the month of March.  

However, the month ahead is the time when stocks exposed to emerging market economies typically get their groove back.  The 

Vanguard Emerging Markets ETF (VWO) has gained in 80% of Aprils over the course of its trading history, averaging a return of a 

respectable 3.9%.  While the past month has certainly been uncomfortable to be invested in emerging market stocks, particularly as 

pro-cyclical bets in developed markets flourish, the trend of the ratio of the emerging market ETF and its developed market 

equivalent still points to an enticing setup.  Plotting the Vanguard Emerging Markets ETF (VWO) versus the Vanguard Developed 

Markets ETF (VEA), a trend of higher-highs and higher-lows on the chart of the ratio remains intact, suggesting that the bias towards 

the emerging market bet over the intermediate-term remains intact.  A head-and-shoulders bottoming pattern can still be picked out 

on the chart of the ratio, suggesting higher values, or outperformance, of emerging market stocks ahead.  The optimal holding period 

for emerging markets runs from December 19 to April 9, therefore, the runway is certainly short for outperformance to occur, but 

keeping a one-month buffer following the optimal holding period (and perhaps beyond) may be appropriate in this case. 

 

Break of the trend of underperformance in Canadian equities 

The opportunities outside of the US don’t have to just encompass opportunities overseas.  In the past month, we moved from 

Neutral to Accumulate for the TSX Composite and the TSX 60 Index given the breakout above resistance at the pre-pandemic high 

and the break of the trend of underperformance versus stocks in the US.  Seasonally, while the Canadian benchmark has historically 

underperformed the S&P 500 beyond the start of March, buying demand remains apparent in market constituents into the spring, 

leading to a peak at the start of June.  We see the TSX Composite as a benchmark that now checks off the three-prongs to our 

approach, incorporating seasonal, technical, and fundamental analysis.  



 

April’s currency tailwind  

A significant influencing factor of where in the world to invest is the US Dollar, which provides a tailwind to stocks when it is declining 

and a headwind when appreciating.  The US Dollar caught a bid into the end of the quarter, helping to alleviate the sharp decline that 

had been charted over the past year.  The US Dollar Index has reverted back to levels around its declining 200-day moving average, a 

level that has typically provided long-term support and resistance characteristics.  The long-term trend continues to be deemed as 

negative, which is poised to benefit risk assets.  Seasonally, the currency tends to peak at the end of March and then drops sharply 

through the month of April.  The trend of lower-lows and lower-highs remains the average between the end of March and the end of 

September.  So far, the currency benchmark is performing exactly according to seasonal norms, therefore there is reason to suspect 

that a test of levels around the declining 200-day moving average will renew selling demand, thereby turning to a tailwind, once 

again, for risk assets, notably emerging market stocks.   

 



But the flipside of US dollar weakness is Canadian Dollar strength, providing negative implications to Canadian investors trying to gain 

exposure to the April equity market strength.  As the economy strengthens, combined with the positive influences from the 

appreciation in the price of oil, the Canadian dollar would be expected to strengthen accordingly.  For investors in Canadian 

domiciled positions, this suggests a significant headwind for investment portfolios unless suitable hedges are enacted to combat the 

destruction the appreciation in the Canadian currency would cause.  For years, the dollar has depreciated against the US dollar, 

providing a benefit to those that held US denominated positions, but that benefit appears to be ending.  Investors must prepare for 

the degradation that an appreciating Canadian dollar will have in investment portfolios.  Seasonally, we are entering the strongest 

time of the year for the Canadian dollar, running from the middle of March and into the month of May, therefore, everything has 

aligned, according to our approach, to continue being buyers of the “Canuck Buck.” 

  

Outside of gaining exposure to the Canadian currency in the forex market or through futures, the Invesco Currency Shares Dollar 

Trust (FXC) provides an easy and effective way to gain exposure to the period of seasonal strength ahead for the Canadian 

currency.  According to our database, the trust has an optimal holding period that runs between July 26 and October 15th, based on 

the 14 years that this product has traded.  But it is the month of April that stands out and warrants attention.  Over the past 14 years, 

the product has gained an average of 1.7% in this fourth month of the year and positive results have been seen in 79% of 

periods.  April is typically the period that exposure to the Canadian dollar is desired while mitigating the impact that the seasonal 

deprecation in the US Dollar may have on investment returns.  For Canadian investors holding US denominated positions, this could 

entail repatriating allocations back to Canada in order to invest in equity allocations hedged to the impact of currency 

fluctuations.  For example, instead of investing in the US listed S&P 500 Index ETF (SPY), shift the allocation towards a hedged 

equivalent, such as the iShares Cad-Hedged S&P 500 ETF (XSP).  Taking into account the normal fluctuation of the currency over the 

months ahead can be an easy way to add alpha to portfolio returns as we transition into the spring. 



 

 

 

Equity Market Tendency for April 

April is typically a strong month for stocks.  Now that quarter-end rebalancing has been completed, it is time for new money to be 

put to work.  The month is the last in the favourable six month span for stocks that began in November, typically leading to the best 

returns for risk assets in the year.  Performance of the equity market tends to level off between May and October, on average. 

Investors have been best suited to take down risk within investment portfolios as we head towards the back half of spring, 

particularly if the momentum in the economy slows, as is normal heading toward the summer.   



 

Over the past five decades, the S&P 500 Index has averaged a return of 1.7% in the fourth month of the year with a gain frequency of 

72%.  This is the best average performance of the year and reiterates the desire to have a positive bias in risk assets in this spring 

month.  Returns have ranged from a loss of 6.1% in April of 2002 to a gain of 12.7% in April of last year (2020).  The average pattern 

for the month, based on this five decade timeframe, shows a rather steady rise in prices throughout the period with indications of 

increased strength around the middle of the month.  The mid-month boost has historically been associated with the tax deadline in 

the US, providing Americans with the last chance to contribute to investment retirement accounts.  Some of these flows end up in 

the equity market, thereby lifting prices.  This year, while the tax deadline has been extended by a month to May 17, the IRS has not 

yet given guidance over whether the contribution deadline would be extended as well from the April 15th date.  Until further notice, 

the flows that are typical in this fourth month of the year are expected to continue to offer a bid to equity prices, particularly as 

stimulus checks are put to work. 

April is typically a strong month for stocks, 
but it is also the last month in the favourable 
six month span that began in November 



 

 

 

 

Technical Analysis of the Equity Market 

While momentum has been waning in recent weeks and months, the relentless rise in equity prices continues.  Price has remained 

supported by its rising 50-day moving average and momentum indicators continue to maintain characteristics of a bullish trend.  As 

of the close of the month (and the time of writing) the large-cap benchmark is within arm’s reach of the important psychological 

hurdle at 4,000.  Significant round numbers, such as this, often have a magnetic effect that draw investors in, particularly when 

headlines highlight the significant milestone.  The Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO) has a good probability of leading to another push 

higher in the market until the hurdle is achieved, likely around the start of the new quarter.  While we had hoped for more of a 



downdraft in the market through the back half of March amidst quarter-end rebalancing, we did see our desired holdings in the 

energy, financial, materials, industrials, consumer discretionary, and real estate sectors pullback and our buy targets were hit as the 

quarter came to a close, allowing us to reallocate before the new quarter begins.  The month ahead is typically a strong period for 

equity markets and, barring some black-swan event, there is little to suggest this time should be any different.  Previous trading 

range resistance around 3550 remains in a position of support, but we may have to wait for some point down the road to see levels 

around that hurdle tested again.  In addition to the horizontal level of support, major moving averages (20, 50, and 200-day) are all 

pointing higher, providing levels of support to the short, intermediate, and long-term trends. 

 

 

 

On the monthly look, the benchmark continues to pressure the upper limit to its long-term rising trend channel, which has spanned 

the past decade. The lower hurdle of the rising span hovers approximately at 2900, while the upper limit is touching 4000 now.  

Other views, primarily using a weekly look, plot the upper limit of the rising trend channel currently around 4200.  Even though the 

theoretical barrier appears threatening to cap the long-term advance, the lack of reaction, so far, suggests that this hurdle is not yet 

on the radar of investors.  Negative reaction may warrant a more cautious approach in domestic equity positioning, but, for now, the 

key takeaway is that the market is strong enough to reach towards the limits of its range, a hallmark of a bullish trend.  MACD has 

been rising strongly into the start of the year and the histogram continues to expand, suggesting that the benchmark is still far from a 

sell signal, according to this momentum indicator.  The longer-term trend of the benchmark, from this look, is still positive and it 

would be pure speculation to suggest that we are anywhere near the ultimate peak of this rising path. 



 

 

The breadth of the market 

Technical indicators of the market continue to point to strength in breadth, conducive to the rising trend of stocks.  The percent of 

stocks in the S&P 500 Index trading above their 200-day moving averages is sitting around one of the highest levels on record.  When 

more than two thirds of market constituents are supported by their long-term average at the 200-day, strength in the market can be 

implied and the longer-term path remains sustainable.  Similar indications of strong breadth can be seen on the NYSE Advance-

Decline Volume line, which has maintained a path of higher-highs and higher-lows, not showing indications of negatively diverging 

from price, as it did in February of last year.  Another indicator of strong breadth is the chart of the tally of new highs on the 

NYSE.  The chart continues to show bullish characteristics with the tally remaining predominantly above 175 in recent weeks/months. 

Breadth is strong, conducive to the rising trend of prices.   



 

 



 

 

What’s Next  

There are a number of notable changes on the seasonal timeline for the month of April. First is the conclusion to the period of 

seasonal strength for consumer discretionary and financials, which, on average, come to an end on the 12th and the 13th, 

respectively.  This period gives way to seasonal strength in technology, starting on April 15th, consumer staples, starting on April 

25th, and health care, also starting on April 25th.  A shift becomes evident going into the spring, away from cyclicals and into 

defensives. 

Sectors ending their period of seasonal strength in April 

 



Sectors beginning their period of seasonal strength in April 

 

  



Sector Seasonality 

Energy 

Rank: Overweight 

After months of maintaining a neutral or market-weight rating of the energy sector, we upgraded our view of the sector back in the 

middle of January given that the three prongs to our approach had aligned favourably.  The energy sector continues to show signs of 

buying demand as investors look forward to better days ahead and re-weight allocations to the formerly underweight bet.  The 

energy sector Index broke above major moving averages at the 50 and 200-day at the end of last year and declining trend channel 

resistance has been violated.  After years of maintaining a negative path, the trend has clearly shifted.  The S&P 500 Energy Sector 

Index has paused/pulled back from previous horizontal support, now resistance at 400, providing a nice reset ahead of the month of 

April.  The horizontal hurdle marked the lows through 2019 and many investors would have used the point of support as a level to 

buy.  As investors that have remained long through the first few months of 2020 (and ignored the fundamentals) see their 

investment getting back to breakeven, the inclination to sell at this hurdle was likely.  So long as support remains intact at the rising 

50-day moving average (~$350), reason to remain invested in the sector for the seasonal trade exists.  The relative performance of 

the sector has been positive for the past few months, indicative of buying demand.   

Seasonally, sector remains within its optimal holding period, according to the energy sector ETF (XLE).  The period of strength runs 

from December 8 to April 12.  For the month of April, the energy sector index has averaged a gain of 4.3% with a gain frequency over 

the past two decades of 60%.  The best return for the month of April was realized last year when the sector benchmark returned 

29.7%, while the weakest April was realized in 2005 when the benchmark dropped by 5.3%.  Seasonally, the sector tends to 

outperform the broader market starting in December as the run-up in oil prices into the spring and summer driving season starts.  

After a year of seeing fundamental trends for the energy market become derailed from seasonal norms, the sector has a low bar to 

surpass in order to be successful in the current year.   

The fundamental demand trends remain encouraging for ongoing strength as we enter the spring and summer driving season.  

Gasoline product supplied, a gauge of demand, is sitting higher by 15.8% year-to-date through the middle of March, representing the 

second strongest increase through this winter period on record.  This has allowed the price of oil to move well beyond the breakeven 

level for most producers at $50 as demand jumps back amidst the economic reopening.  With consumers turning to their own 

personal means of transportation in a way that has not been seen in recent history, demand has been influenced.  Supplies of energy 

commodities are being adequately controlled, allowing the demand side to elevate the equilibrium price of energy products sold.  

This bodes well for energy sector constituents through the spring, so long as this above average pace for demand persists as we look 

ahead to summer driving season.   
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Materials 

Rank: Overweight 

We remain on an overweight rating for the materials sector given how manufacturing demand for inputs is shaping up going into the 

spring.  The material sector benchmark remains generally supported around its rising 50-day moving average as the intermediate-

term trend of higher-highs and higher-lows evolves.  Momentum indicators continue to maintain characteristics of a bullish trend. 

For the month of April, the materials sector index has averaged a gain of 2.9% over the past 20 years.  The sector has shown a high 

frequency of success with 80% of Aprils showing gains.  Returns have ranged from a loss of 9,4% in April of 2005 to a gain of 15.3% in 

April of last year (2020).  The broader period of seasonal strength for the sector began in October and runs into the month of May.  

The ongoing dominant influence on sector constituents continues to come from the US Dollar, which is in a long-term decline, 

supportive of commodity prices and the ongoing positive backdrop in the manufacturing economy.  The US Dollar tends to 

depreciate/weaken through the month of April, igniting a tailwind for sector constituents that are so dependent on the strength of 

commodity prices.   

On the fundamental side, demand for commodities remains strong as manufacturing activity ramps up.  This upbeat demand for 

industrial sensitive commodities has been reflected in the surge of the price of copper, which continues to sit around one of the 

highest levels in years around $4.00.  An intermediate-term trend of higher-highs and higher-lows remains intact.  The strength of the 

industrial metal suggests that investors are remaining bullish of the cyclical economy longer-term, a fundamental backdrop that 

could persist for years into the future, particularly with the accommodation being provided by central banks/governments around 

the globe.  The first half of the year tends to be a strong timeframe for manufacturing activity as businesses emerge from their winter 

slowdown.  We want exposure to this market segment through the spring.  For the month of April, chemical oriented names have 

typically delivered alpha between March and May.  The chemicals industry group is the largest allocation in the SPDR Materials 

Sector ETF (XLB).  Metrics on manufacturing sentiment are off to a good start in 2021, suggesting the ongoing strength in the 

materials sector as we progress through the spring. 

  

https://charts.equityclock.com/materials-select-sector-spdr-fund-nysexlb-seasonal-chart
https://charts.equityclock.com/materials-select-sector-spdr-fund-nysexlb-seasonal-chart
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Industrials 

Rank: Overweight 

Much like the materials sector, rising 50-day moving average support continues to define the rising intermediate-term trend for the 

industrials sector.  Investors have let down their guard in this cyclical bet and have returned to being buyers after years of 

underperformance given the surge in manufacturing activity to start the year.  Momentum indicators for the industrial benchmark 

are showing characteristics of a bullish trend.  This is a sector that is sitting in record territory, therefore upside levels of reference 

are non-existent.  So long as intermediate levels of support hold, such as the rising 50-day moving average and previous horizontal 

resistance at 760, reason to be bullish from a technical perspective exists. 

The period of seasonal strength for the sector is ongoing, running through to the start of May.  For the month of April, the sector 

benchmark has gained a 2.7%, on average, with positive results realized in 65% of periods.  Returns have ranged from a loss of 9.4% 

in April of 2002 to a gain of 17.7% in April of 2009.  Industry groups to take advantage of during this spring month include aerospace, 

heavy construction, commercial vehicles/trucks, industrial machinery, and transportation.  But while many of these industry groups 

tend to reach an average peak around the start of May, there is another industry within the industrial sector that tends to flourish 

through to an average peak in June.  Waste & Disposal Services has historically been an ideal play through the spring to not only 

obtain cyclical industrial sector exposure, but to also shift portfolios slightly more defensive at the same time.  The optimal holding 

period for the industry runs from March 10 to July 26, significantly outperforming the market over this timeframe.  Companies in this 

industry tend to be less exposed to seasonal fluctuations in the economy and will typically see revenues rise through the second and 

third quarters.  Companies in this space that benefit include Waste Management (WM), Waste Connections (WCN), and Republic 

Services (RSG). 

As alluded to in our comments for the materials sector, manufacturing sentiment is off to a good start in 2021, which bodes well for 

core cyclical bets.  Manufacturer sentiment is amongst the highest level on record and supply short-falls appear poised to keep 

manufacturers busy for some time.  This bodes well for core-cyclical bets through the spring, such as those in the materials, 

industrials, and energy sectors.   
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Consumer Discretionary 

Rank: Market-Weight 

The consumer has been the bright spot in this economy, showing growth in activity in 2020 that was amongst the best on record.  

Government stimulus and the creation of self-isolation bubbles has been a significant catalyst.  That strength has continued into the 

new year with the change in retail sales showing the best January performance on record.  Consumers have been buying 

building/garden materials, new homes, sporting goods, and furniture as they develop their bubble close to home.  The ongoing 

distribution of stimulus, offering direct payments to consumers, has certainly helped.  While certainly not sustainable, it bodes well 

for the economy and stocks as long as the government is willing to pour fuel on this fire.  Despite this favorable fundamental 

backdrop, we remain with a lowered rating of this sector at Market-weight given diminishing upside momentum as investors rotate 

towards some of the reopening plays in the energy, financial, materials, and industrial sectors.  As we head into the spring, retail 

stocks typically catch a bid, injecting strength into the broader market segment.  Through the months ahead, remaining selective and 

focusing on the reopening industries, such as hotels, recreational services and travel/tourism may be the best bet, so long as the 

trend of respiratory illnesses continues to follow seasonal norms, declining into the summer.    

Following a number of months of consolidation between 1150 and 1300, the consumer discretionary sector has broken out.  The 

sheer magnitude of the consolidation range points to an upside target of 1450, or 11% above the upper limit of the previous span.  

Support for the sector can be pegged at the upper limit of the previous horizontal range. The basis for our downgrade of the broader 

sector in recent months related to the negative divergences that had been apparent in various momentum indicators, such as RSI 

and MACD.   Performance relative to the market also started to fade, indicating waning buying demand.  The chart continues to 

suggest better opportunities elsewhere, despite a positive seasonal and fundamental backdrop.  Seasonally, the sector tends to peak, 

on average, in the month of April. 

Along with other cyclical sectors, consumer discretionary benefits from a broad period of strength between October and May.  For 

the month of April, the S&P 500 Consumer Discretionary sector index has averaged a gain of 3.9%.  Positive results were realized in 

75% of the periods over the past 20 years.  Returns have ranged from a loss of 6.6% in April of 2005 to a gain of 20.5% in April of last 

year (2020).  The sector has gained, on average, between October 17th and April 12th, following the same performance as retail sales, 

which tend to rise in the fall and the spring.   

Relevant charts: 

  



 



 

 

 

 

  



Consumer Staples 

Rank: Market-Weight 

The consumer staples sector is on the move and while we upgraded our view of sector constituents to Accumulate (see our weekly 

chart books) in the month of March to reflect this renewed buying demand, seasonal tendencies suggest backing off, at least 

temporarily, through the month of April.  The sector broke out to a new all-time high around the end of March amidst the 

rebalancing of portfolios around quarter-end.  But as the new quarter begins, the bias is to favour more risk-on areas of the market.  

The sector presents a rotation opportunity to become more defensive in equity portfolios ahead of the summer, but as long as risk 

remains in favour, reason exists to be underweight the sector relative to pro-cyclical bets, at least through the first half of the month.  

We will look for opportunities to accumulate exposure as we progress further into the spring.  Industries within the sector that have 

had Accumulate ratings, according to our chart books, through the month of March are Tobacco (MO, PM, BTI) and Distiller/Vintners 

(STZ, BF/B, DEO); other industry groups have either just recently been upgraded to Accumulate or remain with a Neutral rating.   

The sector benchmark has shown a wild consolidation pattern over the past half year as investors shy away from the defensive bet 

and gravitate towards cyclical assets.  The range spans between 640 and 690, which projects a theoretical upside target of 740 now 

that the range has been violated.  The benchmark has retaken support at 20 and 50-day moving averages and long-term support at 

the 200-day remains intact.  Performance relative to the market, which has rebounded into the end of the first quarter, still leaves 

much to be desired to indicate sustainable buying demand in the defensive bet.  Underperformance in the sector is a positive 

indication for market sentiment, but, quite obviously, it implies better opportunities elsewhere, away from consumer staples.  

Consumer staples tend to hold their ground through periods of volatility, thereby providing an effective way to stay invested while 

lowering overall portfolio beta (risk).  For now, we are sitting with a market-weight rating going into the month of April, but 

acknowledge that exposure is likely to be desired as we head through the spring and into the summer as a method to lower overall 

portfolio beta. 

For the month ahead, the consumer staples sector has gained 1.1%, on average, in this fourth month of the year with the frequency 

of positive results at 65%.  Returns for April have ranged from a loss of 4.5% in April of 2018 to a gain of 6.6% in April of last year 

(2020).  According to our unbiased research, the optimal holding period for the consumer staples sector ETF (XLP) runs from January 

14th to May 15th, resulting in outperformance versus the market benchmark of 0.42%, on average, per period.  Keeping the sector on 

your radar for an allocation later in the spring when the market tends to transition from risk-on to risk-off plays is prudent, but, for 

now, until buying demand sustainably materializes, we will hold off on an aggressive allocation heading into the new quarter. 

 

  



 



  

 

 

 

 

  



Health Care 

Rank: Market-Weight 

The healthcare sector has maintained its longer-term trend of higher-highs and higher-lows, but buying demand, as gauged by the 

performance relative to the market, still remains absent.  At the end of last year, the health care sector benchmark broke out from a 

consolidation range between 1175 and 1275, the upside projection of which targeted 1375. That target was easily fulfilled in the 

month of January. Another consolidation phase has followed and remains in play.  Rising trendline support now hovers around 1250.  

It is the path of the relative trend that still leaves much to be desired.  A trend of lower-lows and lower-highs can be observed on the 

relative chart since the highs recorded last spring.  This is a sector that investors should have the desire to rotate to for the longer-

term, but, for our intermediate term prospects that our strategy encompasses, we have to wait for the relative trend to carve out a 

bottom before becoming enticed.  For this reason, we remain with a market-weight allocation. 

As highlighted in our commentary above, the health care sector enters its period of seasonal strength in the month of April.  The 

period that runs between the end of April and the start of October tends to see sector constituents outperform the market over this 

timeframe as investors search for more defensive ways of being invested in the equity market.  Seasonally, the health care sector has 

averaged a gain of 1.3% in the month of April with a frequency of gains at 60%.  The biggest decline for the month was realized in 

2002 when the benchmark shed 6.3%, while the best April performance was realized last year (2020), resulting in a 12.5% gain.  The 

defensive benefits it can provide to portfolios during the volatile summer months makes this an ideal sector to rotate to following the 

conclusion to the strong cyclical timeframe in the month ahead.  We will sit with a Market-Weight rating of the sector as we head 

into the month of April, but we look forward to upgrading sector constituents as the month progresses.  

The fundamentals highlight how the sector has benefitted from the coronavirus event.  Shipments of pharmaceuticals and medicines 

have trended above average throughout the past year as demand for these products flourishes.  If there is one area of the economy 

that will see persistent investment coming out of this pandemic, regardless of where we are in the economic cycle, it would have to 

be with health care companies as governments seek to assure that another pandemic of this magnitude is avoided in the future.  This 

bodes well for the stocks of sector constituents.  For now, we will wait until signs of buying demand emerge, as gauged by the 

performance of the sector relative to the S&P 500 Index, in order to become aggressive in this market segment.  Seasonal tendencies 

suggest that could occur later in the spring. 

Relevant charts: 

  



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Financials 

Rank: Overweight 

Out of the economic rebound plays that we have liked the most heading through the new year, financials have been at the top of the 

list.  Following years of showing resistance around 480, the S&P 500 Financial Sector Index broke out at the end of last year.  That 

previous level of resistance was tested as support at the beginning of February, leading to the recent jump higher.  The benchmark is 

now trading beyond the previous all-time high around 520.  After 14 years of remaining below the peak charted prior to the Great 

Financial Crisis and another three years of consolidating below the previous all-time high hurdle, the benchmark is finally into some 

clear air.  The sheer magnitude of the approximately 120 consolidation span that has been apparent since the start of 2018 provides 

a calculated upside target of around 620, or around 24% above previous resistance.  The benchmark is quickly closing in on this 

target, much faster than we could have anticipated.  Momentum indicators continue to show characteristics of a bullish trend and 

support around major moving averages remains apparent.  Relative performance compared to the market is pointing higher, 

indicating buying demand in a sector that has underperformed the market since the start of 2018.  The sector presents an enticing 

value proposition given the depressed buying demand that has persisted for years.  From a seasonal perspective, there is still a few 

more weeks left in the period of strength that concludes in the middle of April.   

The S&P 500 Financial Sector index has averaged a gain of 3.1% in the month of April and 65% of periods have shown a positive 

results.  Over the past two decades, returns have ranged from a decline 4.9% in April of 2004 to a gain of 22.2% in April of 2009.  

According to our seasonal timeline, the sector strengthens, on average, between November 22nd and April 13th, a period that has 

certainly proved itself well this year.  Around the release of first quarter reports for the major banks, it is typically prudent to look for 

other rotation opportunities.  We remain Overweight going into April, but this longevity of this upbeat rating may be short lived 

beyond the month ahead.  We will let the trends dictate the appropriate action. 

Historically, the financial sector has been the go-to market segment when yield spreads between 10-year and 2-year debt expanded 

to over 1% given the ability of lenders to loan at the longer end of the curve and borrow at the shorter end.  The 10’s over 2’s 

treasury yield spread now sits over 1.5%, the highest level since 2015.  The rebound continues from the inverted yield curve that 

appeared so threatening in 2019.  Financials present an ideal way to participate in the economic reopening.  As yield spreads remain 

on the rise, it would be difficult to bet against the financials.  

Fundamentally, not helping the banks so much is the ongoing decline in consumer and business loans as stimulus recipients use 

proceeds to take down debt.  Consumer loans are down by 1.7% through the first two month of the year, weaker than the 0.7% 

decline that is average to start the year, while business loans are down by 0.5%, weaker than the 0.9% increase that is average for 

this time of year.  While certainly not conducive to increasing the volume of loans from which lending institutions may become 

profitable, the simple fact that business loans continue to decline emphasizes that the strains in the business economy are 

alleviating.   Last spring, commercial and industrial loans surged as companies sought whatever lifeline they could get to stay alive.  If 

you recall from our commentary in the spring of last year, coming out of a recession, it is at the point that businesses are able to pay 

down their loans that the all clear for risk assets is typically signalled.  This was the case in March of 2009 and again in June of 2020 

(April for the consumer).  Of course, risk assets have rallied since as investors become less concerned of a credit crisis.  Credit 

conditions are an easy metric to track to determine strains in the economy, which would threaten to take a toll on equity markets.  

As of present, a credit event has been effectively mitigated and the trends on the business side suggest an economy that is on the 

mend, enough to support equity prices.  
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Technology 

Rank: Market-weight 

Following last summer, we downgraded our rating of the technology sector from Overweight to Market-weight for the simple reason 

that stocks in the space had become significantly extended and overbought.  The relative performance of the sector has stalled since 

that call, leading to better opportunities elsewhere.  The sector benchmark broke out of a consolidation range in December between 

1950 and 2200.  The calculated upside target of this move is towards 2450, which was hit in the middle of February.  Momentum 

indicators have been negatively diverging from price for a number of months, indicating waning buying demand.  The technicals 

alone have suggested better places to be. 

In the middle of February, we entered the weakest time of the year for the sector; the sector tends to underperform the market, on 

average, between the middle of February and the middle of April as investors rotate towards some of the pro-cyclical bets that 

flourish through the spring.  For the month of April, the sector starts to get back into gear.  The S&P 500 Technology Sector Index has 

gained 2.6%, on average, in April over the past 20 years with gains realized in 75% of periods.  Returns for April have ranged from a 

loss of 12.4% in 2002 to a gain of 16.9% in 2001.  Following the start of year fund inflows, the technology sector tends to weaken 

relative to the market into the spring as value/cyclical sectors take off, but this can lead to buying opportunities later in the spring as 

investors prepare their less volatile, growth oriented portfolios.  We are looking forward to rotating back towards some of the 

technology/growth segments of the market later in the spring, around the time that companies in this space hold their developer 

conferences between April and June.   

Fundamentally, despite us shying away from the growth bet in recent months, the backdrop to the sector remains strong.  The 

pandemic has created substantial demand for computers and electronic products, which has helped to support new manufacturer 

orders for these products.  Orders of computers and related products are showing a year-to-date change that is trending 8.1% above 

average, which is the best pace since 2008.  The struggle of manufacturers to meet the demand for semiconductors has been a 

significant driver given the ubiquity of everything relying on these core components in this digital age.  The tailwind behind the stocks 

of technology companies remains and our desired targets for the spring are those companies in the semiconductor, software, and 

biotechnology segments.  There presently is nothing to suggest anything negative from a fundamental perspective, but we still do 

desire the pro-cyclical bets, such as the energy and financial sectors, at least into the start of April.  With this in mind, we will 

maintain a Market-weight rating, but would be willing to upgrade this rating as buying demand in the sector re-materializes following 

this pro-cyclical rotation. 
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Utilities 

Rank: Underweight 

As the cost of lending moves higher, the utilities sector has lost interest amongst investors.  The relative trend of the sector has 

charted an intermediate-term trend of lower-lows and lower-highs since peaking in March of last year.  The sector is presently 

hovering around the mid-point to its long-term rising trend channel that spans between 290 and 350.   

Seasonally, the month of March and April can be quite strong for the sector as the utility production dynamics shift into the spring.  

The utilities sector index has gained 2.1%, on average, in the month of April over the past two decades with a very strong 80% of 

periods closing higher.  April returns have ranged from a loss of 3.9% in 2004 to a gain of 8.4% in April of 2003.  The sector can often 

be an effective volatility hedge, but, with equity volatility still largely absent, the performance of this market segment has suffered.  

As noted in the past, the fundamental patterns of the very product that utility companies produce don’t matter as much to this 

sector as they do with others.  We have entered the time of year when the trends in utility production shift from positive to negative 

as demand tails off following the winter heating season.  Demand ramps up again between June and August.  However, the shoulder 

season tends to be the time when sector constituents have historically performed well.  The rise in natural gas prices through the 

spring and the seasonal peak in rates are factors.  The sector has the attributes that are desired for a holding from a seasonal 

perspective, but the technicals and the fundamentals suggest being underweight, until signs of buying demand materialize, as 

gauged by the performance relative to the market. 

Relevant charts: 

   

  



 



 

 

 

  



Frequent gainers for the month of April 

Stock Details April Performance 

Ticker Name Sector Avg. Return % Positive 

AFL Aflac, Inc. (NYSE:AFL) Financial 6.33% 80% 

AXP American Express Co. (NYSE:AXP) Financial 8.74% 85% 

TRI.TO Thomson Reuters Corp. (TSE:TRI.TO) Industrials 2.95% 80% 

BA Boeing Co. (NYSE:BA) Industrials 3.91% 75% 

APH Amphenol Corp. (NYSE:APH) Technology 7.11% 75% 

YUM Yum! Brands Inc. (NYSE:YUM) Consumer Discretionary 6.23% 85% 

ALL Allstate Corp. (NYSE:ALL) Financial 4.29% 80% 

C Citigroup, Inc. (NYSE:C) Financial 5.58% 80% 

CB Chubb Ltd. (NYSE:CB) Financial 3.29% 75% 

CMCSA Comcast Corp. (NASD:CMCSA) Industrials 3.78% 75% 

CPB Campbell Soup Co. (NYSE:CPB) Consumer Staples 1.30% 75% 

CSX CSX Corp. (NASD:CSX) Industrials 6.09% 80% 

HD Home Depot, Inc. (NYSE:HD) Consumer Discretionary 3.25% 75% 

COG Cabot Oil & Gas Corp. (NYSE:COG) Energy 6.52% 75% 

TSN Tyson Foods Inc Cl A (NYSE:TSN) Consumer Staples 4.75% 75% 

DE Deere & Co. (NYSE:DE) Industrials 3.85% 80% 

DIS Walt Disney Co. (NYSE:DIS) Industrials 4.21% 75% 

DTE DTE Energy Co. (NYSE:DTE) Utilities 2.94% 80% 

DUK Duke Energy Corp. (NYSE:DUK) Utilities 2.68% 80% 

EMR Emerson Electric Co. (NYSE:EMR) Industrials 3.80% 80% 

EQT EQT Corp. (NYSE:EQT) Energy 10.47% 85% 

ETN Eaton Corp. (NYSE:ETN) Industrials 3.42% 75% 

EXC Exelon Corp. (NASD:EXC) Utilities 2.53% 75% 

EL Estee Lauder Cos. (NYSE:EL) Consumer Staples 3.83% 75% 

FMC FMC Corp. (NYSE:FMC) Materials 4.19% 85% 

HCG.TO Home Capital Group, Inc. (TSE:HCG.TO) Financial 2.46% 80% 

FITB Fifth Third Bancorp (NASD:FITB) Financial 5.32% 75% 

FLS Flowserve Corp. (NYSE:FLS) Industrials 7.88% 75% 

FE Firstenergy Corp. (NYSE:FE) Utilities 2.41% 75% 

HAL Halliburton Co. (NYSE:HAL) Energy 8.57% 75% 

HES Hess Corp. (NYSE:HES) Energy 6.69% 85% 

D Dominion Energy, Inc. (NYSE:D) Utilities 2.46% 75% 

HIG Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. (NYSE:HIG) Financial 5.60% 75% 

IFF Intl Flavors & Fragrances (NYSE:IFF) Materials 3.79% 85% 

INTC Intel Corp. (NASD:INTC) Technology 3.98% 75% 

ITW Illinois Tool Works, Inc. (NYSE:ITW) Industrials 4.42% 75% 

VOD Vodafone Group Public Limited Company (NASD:VOD) Industrials 3.45% 80% 

WBK Westpac Banking Corp. (NYSE:WBK) Financial 3.49% 75% 

ITT ITT Inc. (NYSE:ITT) Industrials 4.82% 75% 

LH Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings (NYSE:LH) Healthcare 4.55% 75% 

GC.TO Great Canadian Gaming Corp. (TSE:GC.TO) Consumer Discretionary 5.39% 75% 

MCD McDonalds Corp. (NYSE:MCD) Consumer Discretionary 3.60% 75% 

PTEN Patterson-UTI Energy, Inc. (NASD:PTEN) Energy 8.61% 75% 

MSFT Microsoft Corp. (NASD:MSFT) Technology 4.65% 75% 



MMC Marsh and Mclennan Co. (NYSE:MMC) Financial 2.64% 75% 

MCHP Microchip Technology Inc. (NASD:MCHP) Technology 6.27% 75% 

NSC Norfolk Southern Corp. (NYSE:NSC) Industrials 5.16% 75% 

CIB Bancolombia SA (NYSE:CIB) Financial 7.21% 75% 

ORCL Oracle Corp. (NYSE:ORCL) Technology 1.60% 80% 

ORLY O'Reilly Automotive, Inc. (NASD:ORLY) Consumer Discretionary 5.87% 80% 

PDS Precision Drilling Corp. (NYSE:PDS) Energy 12.76% 75% 

PH Parker Hannifin Corp. (NYSE:PH) Industrials 5.83% 75% 

PNW Pinnacle West Cap Corp. (NYSE:PNW) Utilities 1.62% 75% 

AMZN Amazon.com, Inc. (NASD:AMZN) Consumer Discretionary 11.44% 80% 

HAS Hasbro, Inc. (NASD:HAS) Consumer Discretionary 4.46% 75% 

PXD Pioneer Natural Resources Co. (NYSE:PXD) Energy 9.12% 75% 

RRD Donnelley R R & Sons Co. (NYSE:RRD) Industrials 9.36% 75% 

SNA Snap On Inc. Holding Co. (NYSE:SNA) Industrials 7.26% 80% 

SO Southern Co. (NYSE:SO) Utilities 2.43% 80% 

ED Consolidated Edison, Inc. (NYSE:ED) Utilities 1.22% 80% 

SWN Southwestern Energy Co. (NYSE:SWN) Energy 13.64% 80% 

CP Canadian Pacific Railway (NYSE:CP) Industrials 4.61% 80% 

RF Regions Financial Corp. (NYSE:RF) Financial 4.61% 80% 

VNO Vornado Realty Trust (NYSE:VNO) Financial 5.14% 75% 

ADSK Autodesk, Inc. (NASD:ADSK) Technology 5.42% 75% 

BAM Brookfield Asset Management Inc. (NYSE:BAM) Financial 4.61% 80% 

MO Altria Group Inc. (NYSE:MO) Consumer Staples 1.17% 80% 

XRAY DENTSPLY Intl Inc. (NASD:XRAY) Healthcare 2.98% 85% 

CNQ.TO Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. (TSE:CNQ.TO) Energy 4.50% 75% 

FTT.TO Finning Intl, Inc. (TSE:FTT.TO) Industrials 3.39% 75% 

ONEX.TO ONEX Corp. (TSE:ONEX.TO) Financial 6.24% 80% 

SU.TO Suncor Energy, Inc. (TSE:SU.TO) Energy 3.14% 80% 

WN.TO George Weston Ltd. (TSE:WN.TO) Consumer Staples 1.59% 75% 

BEI/UN.TO Boardwalk Equities, Inc. (TSE:BEI/UN.TO) Financial 3.75% 85% 

BTE.TO Baytex Energy Corp. (TSE:BTE.TO) Energy 9.70% 85% 

CIX.TO CI Financial Corp. (TSE:CIX.TO) Financial 3.47% 80% 

RUS.TO Russel Metals, Inc. (TSE:RUS.TO) Industrials 5.96% 80% 

TIH.TO Toromont Industries Ltd. (TSE:TIH.TO) Industrials 4.19% 75% 

VET.TO Vermilion Energy Inc. (TSE:VET.TO) Energy 6.07% 85% 

PSI.TO Pason Systems, Inc. (TSE:PSI.TO) Energy 4.55% 75% 

TCW.TO Trican Well Service Ltd. (TSE:TCW.TO) Energy 11.67% 75% 

CIG Companhia Energetica de Minas Gerais (NYSE:CIG) Utilities 6.26% 75% 

AFG American Fncl Group, Inc. (NYSE:AFG) Financial 3.79% 85% 

TOT Total Fina Elf SA (NYSE:TOT) Energy 3.22% 75% 

PPC Pilgrims Pride Corp. (NASD:PPC) Consumer Staples 12.16% 80% 

RSG Republic Services, Inc. (NYSE:RSG) Industrials 3.35% 80% 

AEP American Elec Pwr Co., Inc. (NYSE:AEP) Utilities 2.57% 80% 

SPH Suburban Propane Partners LP (NYSE:SPH) Utilities 4.64% 90% 

DEO Diageo PLC (NYSE:DEO) Consumer Staples 3.23% 90% 

EPD Enterprise Products Partn (NYSE:EPD) Energy 5.22% 85% 

ARLP Alliance Resource Partners, L.P. (NASD:ARLP) Energy 8.82% 80% 

CNP CenterPoint Energy, Inc. (NYSE:CNP) Utilities 2.79% 75% 



SGMS Scientific Games Corp. (NASD:SGMS) Consumer Discretionary 12.85% 80% 

GSK GlaxoSmithKline plc (NYSE:GSK) Healthcare 4.79% 80% 

LECO Lincoln Electric Holdings, Inc. (NASD:LECO) Industrials 5.89% 75% 

RBA Ritchie Bros Auctioneers (NYSE:RBA) Industrials 5.06% 80% 

TRI Thomson Reuters Corp. (NYSE:TRI) Industrials 4.37% 85% 

WMB Williams Cos., Inc. (NYSE:WMB) Energy 8.39% 85% 

CJR/B.TO Corus Entertainment, Inc. (TSE:CJR/B.TO) Industrials 5.46% 75% 

TRV The Travelers Cos., Inc. (NYSE:TRV) Financial 2.10% 75% 

UL Unilever PLC (NYSE:UL) Consumer Staples 3.32% 85% 

AIG American Intl Group, Inc. (NYSE:AIG) Financial 5.10% 75% 

PAA Plains All American Pipeline, LP (NYSE:PAA) Energy 7.57% 80% 

ALB Albemarle Corp. (NYSE:ALB) Materials 5.44% 90% 

CCI Crown Castle Intl Corp. (NYSE:CCI) Financial 8.92% 80% 

IDXX IDEXX Laboratories, Inc. (NASD:IDXX) Healthcare 5.62% 85% 

IT Gartner Group, Inc. (NYSE:IT) Technology 5.53% 75% 

OKE Oneok, Inc. (NYSE:OKE) Energy 7.24% 80% 

PEG Public Service Enterprise (NYSE:PEG) Utilities 3.22% 75% 

SLG SL Green Realty Corp. (NYSE:SLG) Financial 7.26% 75% 

TSCO Tractor Supply Co. (NASD:TSCO) Consumer Discretionary 5.25% 75% 

AAV.TO Advantage Oil Gas Ltd. (TSE:AAV.TO) Energy 5.63% 75% 

DIV.TO Diversified Royalty Corp. (TSE:DIV.TO) Industrials 4.65% 75% 

EIT/UN.TO Canoe EIT Income Fund (TSE:EIT/UN.TO) Financial 2.44% 75% 

SJ.TO Stella-Jones, Inc. (TSE:SJ.TO) Materials 6.13% 75% 

BKH Black Hills Corp. (NYSE:BKH) Utilities 3.64% 75% 

BXS Bancorpsouth, Inc. (NYSE:BXS) Financial 3.31% 75% 

CFR Cullen Frost Bankers Inc. (NYSE:CFR) Financial 4.37% 75% 

CLGX Corelogic Inc. (NYSE:CLGX) Technology 3.25% 75% 

GEO GEO Group, Inc. (NYSE:GEO) Financial 6.23% 75% 

JCOM j2 Global Communications Inc. (NASD:JCOM) Technology 3.78% 80% 

KMT Kennametal, Inc. (NYSE:KMT) Industrials 8.05% 80% 

MCY Mercury General Corp. (NYSE:MCY) Financial 4.36% 75% 

OGE OGE Energy Corp. (NYSE:OGE) Utilities 2.38% 75% 

PLT Plantronics, Inc. (NYSE:PLT) Technology 6.48% 75% 

RBC Regal-Beloit Corp. (NYSE:RBC) Industrials 4.64% 75% 

SIVB SVB Financial Group (NASD:SIVB) Financial 6.59% 80% 

SM SM Energy Co. (NYSE:SM) Energy 20.95% 75% 

TKR Timken Co. (NYSE:TKR) Industrials 7.03% 75% 

UGI UGI Corp Holding Co. (NYSE:UGI) Utilities 4.13% 80% 

VMI Valmont Industries, Inc. (NYSE:VMI) Industrials 5.05% 75% 

WAB Wabtec (NYSE:WAB) Industrials 8.07% 85% 

WSO Watsco, Inc. (NYSE:WSO) Industrials 3.77% 75% 

WST West Pharmaceutical Services (NYSE:WST) Healthcare 5.78% 75% 

AIN Albany Intl Corp. (NYSE:AIN) Consumer Discretionary 3.27% 85% 

AVA Avista Corp. (NYSE:AVA) Utilities 2.60% 75% 

CTS CTS Corp. (NYSE:CTS) Technology 6.45% 75% 

ECOL US Ecology Inc. (NASD:ECOL) Industrials 10.79% 75% 

FCFS First Cash (NASD:FCFS) Financial 6.79% 75% 

GPI Group I Automotive Inc. (NYSE:GPI) Consumer Discretionary 11.02% 75% 



HLX Helix Energy Solutions Group, Inc. (NYSE:HLX) Energy 13.49% 80% 

MED Medifast, Inc. (NYSE:MED) Consumer Discretionary 12.27% 80% 

MYE Myers Industries, Inc. (NYSE:MYE) Consumer Discretionary 8.33% 80% 

NR Newpark Resources, Inc. (NYSE:NR) Energy 8.81% 80% 

PENN Penn National Gaming, Inc. (NASD:PENN) Consumer Discretionary 9.72% 80% 

SHOO Steven Madden, Ltd. (NASD:SHOO) Consumer Discretionary 11.07% 75% 

TGI Triumph Group, Inc. (NYSE:TGI) Industrials 4.96% 75% 

USPH U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. (NYSE:USPH) Healthcare 4.98% 75% 

WRLD World Acceptance Corp. (NASD:WRLD) Financial 10.61% 75% 

WWW Wolverine World Wide Inc. (NYSE:WWW) Consumer Discretionary 7.34% 75% 

BTI British American Tobacco PLC (NYSE:BTI) Consumer Staples 2.86% 75% 

IMBBY Imperial Brands PLC (OTCMKT:IMBBY) Consumer Staples 3.21% 75% 

MGPI MGP Ingredients, Inc. (NASD:MGPI) Consumer Staples 12.91% 80% 

NSRGY Nestle SA (OTCMKT:NSRGY) Consumer Staples 3.96% 95% 

CNTY Century Casinos, Inc. (NASD:CNTY) Consumer Discretionary 9.28% 75% 

FLWS 1-800 FLOWERS.COM, Inc. (NASD:FLWS) Consumer Discretionary 7.61% 75% 

PEBK Peoples Bancorp of North Carolina, Inc. (NASD:PEBK) Financial 3.33% 75% 

PAG Penske Automotive Group Inc (NYSE:PAG) Consumer Discretionary 11.53% 80% 

PSO Pearson PLC (NYSE:PSO) Industrials 3.04% 75% 

TEN Tenneco Automotive (NYSE:TEN) Consumer Discretionary 13.69% 75% 

DMLP Dorchester Minerals, L.P. (NASD:DMLP) Energy 8.16% 80% 

AEG Aegon NV (NYSE:AEG) Financial 5.82% 75% 

ANH Anworth Asset Mortgage Corp. (NYSE:ANH) Financial 7.48% 80% 

BCS Barclays Plc (NYSE:BCS) Financial 9.13% 80% 

BOKF BOK Financial Corp. (NASD:BOKF) Financial 4.49% 85% 

CNA Cna Financial Corp. (NYSE:CNA) Financial 3.63% 75% 

ELS Equity Lifestyle Properties, Inc. (NYSE:ELS) Financial 0.74% 75% 

FISI Financial Institutions, Inc. (NASD:FISI) Financial 7.31% 75% 

FMCC Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. (OTCMKT:FMCC) Financial 6.03% 75% 

HSBC HSBC Holdings PLC (NYSE:HSBC) Financial 4.86% 90% 

ING Ing Groep NV ADR (NYSE:ING) Financial 7.68% 75% 

LYG Lloyds TSB Group Plc (NYSE:LYG) Financial 7.41% 75% 

NLY Annaly Capital Management, Inc. (NYSE:NLY) Financial 3.83% 80% 

OLP One Liberty Properties, Inc. (NYSE:OLP) Financial 2.99% 85% 

PRG PROG Holdings, Inc. (NYSE:PRG) Industrials 10.56% 85% 

ASR Grupo Aeroportuario del Sureste, SA (NYSE:ASR) Industrials 4.68% 75% 

CRH CRH, PLC (NYSE:CRH) Materials 4.75% 80% 

CSGP CoStar Group, Inc. (NASD:CSGP) Financial 7.03% 90% 

HXL Hexcel Corp. (NYSE:HXL) Industrials 8.25% 75% 

MTOR Meritor, Inc. (NYSE:MTOR) Consumer Discretionary 10.85% 80% 

SQM Sociedad Quimica Y Minera (NYSE:SQM) Materials 4.45% 75% 

VHI Valhi, Inc. (NYSE:VHI) Materials 10.85% 75% 

DOX Amdocs Ltd. (NASD:DOX) Technology 4.11% 75% 

OLED Universal Display Corp. (NASD:OLED) Technology 9.02% 75% 

SYX Systemax, Inc. (NYSE:SYX) Industrials 9.56% 75% 

TSM Taiwan Semiconductor Mfg (NYSE:TSM) Technology 4.02% 75% 

CPK Chesapeake Utilities Corp. (NYSE:CPK) Utilities 1.29% 75% 

HNP Huaneng Power Intl, Inc. (NYSE:HNP) Utilities 5.23% 75% 



MSEX Middlesex Water Co. (NASD:MSEX) Utilities 2.39% 75% 

NGG National Grid Group (NYSE:NGG) Utilities 3.29% 75% 

SPKKY Spark New Zealand Ltd. (OTCMKT:SPKKY) Industrials 6.07% 90% 

BOS.TO AirBoss of America Corp. (TSE:BOS.TO) Materials 9.27% 75% 

LAS/A.TO Lassonde Industries, Inc. (TSE:LAS/A.TO) Consumer Staples 2.78% 75% 

TCS.TO TECSYS, Inc. (TSE:TCS.TO) Technology 4.37% 75% 

ITPOF Intertape Polymer Grp, Inc. (OTCMKT:ITPOF) Consumer Discretionary 9.12% 75% 

GIL Gildan Activewear, Inc. (NYSE:GIL) Consumer Discretionary 3.84% 80% 

LCUT Lifetime Brands, Inc. (NASD:LCUT) Consumer Discretionary 11.33% 80% 

AE Adams Resources & Energy, Inc. (AMEX:AE) Energy 4.74% 80% 

ERF Enerplus Corp. (NYSE:ERF) Energy 10.08% 75% 

MTR Mesa Royalty Tr (NYSE:MTR) Energy 6.08% 80% 

NRT North European Oil Rty Tr (NYSE:NRT) Energy 7.73% 90% 

SBR Sabine Royalty Trust (NYSE:SBR) Energy 6.36% 90% 

SU Suncor Energy, Inc. (NYSE:SU) Energy 4.61% 80% 

SUBCY Subsea 7 SA (OTCMKT:SUBCY) Energy 8.47% 75% 

TPL Texas Pacific Land Tr (NYSE:TPL) Energy 7.81% 95% 

TRP TC Energy Corp. (NYSE:TRP) Energy 2.36% 75% 

BKSC Bank of South Carolina Corp. (NASD:BKSC) Financial 6.13% 75% 

BMO Bank Of Montreal (NYSE:BMO) Financial 2.95% 75% 

CSWC Capital Southwest Corp. (NASD:CSWC) Financial 2.00% 75% 

HIFS Hingham Institution for Savings (NASD:HIFS) Financial 3.91% 80% 

LARK Landmark Bancshares, Inc. (NASD:LARK) Financial 1.34% 80% 

NWFL Norwood Financial Corp. (NASD:NWFL) Financial 4.27% 80% 

OVBC Ohio Valley Banc Corp. (NASD:OVBC) Financial 1.88% 75% 

RY Royal Bank Of Canada (NYSE:RY) Financial 3.17% 75% 

NOVC Novation Companies, Inc. (OTCMKT:NOVC) Healthcare 17.50% 75% 

PUK Prudential PLC (NYSE:PUK) Financial 6.86% 90% 

EHC Encompass Health Corp. (NYSE:EHC) Healthcare 7.75% 80% 

CAE CAE, Inc. (NYSE:CAE) Industrials 4.36% 80% 

NC NACCO Industries, Inc. (NYSE:NC) Energy 9.55% 80% 

NHYDY Norsk Hydro AS (OTCMKT:NHYDY) Materials 5.32% 80% 

SYNL Synalloy Corp. (NASD:SYNL) Materials 11.37% 80% 

ALOT Astro-Med, Inc. (NASD:ALOT) Technology 4.68% 80% 

KTCC Key Tronic Corp. (NASD:KTCC) Technology 14.24% 75% 

VICR Vicor Corp. (NASD:VICR) Technology 6.27% 80% 

BCE BCE, Inc. (NYSE:BCE) Industrials 3.30% 75% 

RGCO RGC Resources, Inc. (NASD:RGCO) Utilities 1.42% 85% 

BHC Bausch Health Cos. Inc. (NYSE:BHC) Healthcare 3.63% 75% 

BKNG Booking Holdings Inc. (NASD:BKNG) Consumer Discretionary 9.80% 80% 

ACU Acme United Corp. (AMEX:ACU) Consumer Staples 6.48% 90% 

JEF Jefferies Financial Group Inc. (NYSE:JEF) Financial 4.47% 75% 

KYOCY Kyocera Corp. (OTCMKT:KYOCY) Technology 4.47% 75% 

LIN Linde plc (NYSE:LIN) Materials 2.83% 80% 

BAM/A.TO Brookfield Asset Management, Inc. (TSE:BAM/A.TO) Financial 3.20% 75% 

CP.TO Canadian Pacific Railway (TSE:CP.TO) Industrials 3.22% 80% 

CTC/A.TO Canadian Tire Corp, Ltd. (TSE:CTC/A.TO) Consumer Discretionary 3.75% 75% 

SWBI Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc. (NASD:SWBI) Industrials 7.92% 80% 



TLFA Tandy Leather Factory, Inc. (OTCMKT:TLFA) Consumer Discretionary 4.03% 75% 

KEGX Key Energy Services, Inc. (OTCMKT:KEGX) Energy 12.39% 75% 

RDS/B Royal Dutch Shell Plc. B Shares (NYSE:RDS/B) Energy 5.17% 80% 

GL Globe Life Inc. (NYSE:GL) Financial 3.75% 80% 

APYX Apyx Medical Corp. (NASD:APYX) Healthcare 7.42% 75% 

KRMD Repro Medical Systems Inc. (NASD:KRMD) Healthcare 26.27% 80% 

LHX L3Harris Technologies Inc. (NYSE:LHX) Industrials 2.38% 75% 

CJREF Corus Entertainment Inc. (OTCMKT:CJREF) Industrials 7.18% 75% 

HLTOY Hellenic Telecommunicatio (OTCMKT:HLTOY) Industrials 3.68% 75% 

AAIC Arlington Asset Investment Corp. (NYSE:AAIC) Financial 7.64% 75% 

SHYF The Shyft Group, Inc. (NASD:SHYF) Industrials 13.48% 80% 

GH.TO Gamehost Inc. (TSE:GH.TO) Consumer Discretionary 8.56% 90% 

RDSMY Koninklijke DSM N.V. (OTCMKT:RDSMY) Materials 5.56% 80% 

SEOAY Stora Enso Oyj (OTCMKT:SEOAY) Materials 9.18% 85% 

TKOMY Tokio Marine Holdings, Inc. (OTCMKT:TKOMY) Financial 3.00% 75% 

DIIBF Dorel Industries, Inc. (OTCMKT:DIIBF) Consumer Discretionary 9.83% 75% 

UUGRY United Utilities Group Plc (OTCMKT:UUGRY) Utilities 3.58% 95% 

 

 

 

  



 

Notable Stocks Entering Period of Strength in April   
 

 

Analysis of the Alimentation Couche-Tard, Inc. (TSE:ATD/B.TO) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 29 and a Sell Date of September 24 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 12.8% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 17 of 

those periods. This is a very good rate of success, but the return 

underperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 20 years by an average of 3.56% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Richards Packaging Income Fund (TSE:RPI/UN.TO) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 29 and a Sell Date of August 25 

has resulted in a geometric average return of 10.45% above the benchmark 

rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 16 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success, but the return 

underperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 16 years by an average of 0.3% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Expedia, Inc (NASD:EXPE) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 28 and a Sell Date of July 23 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 6.62% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 15 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 13 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 15 years by an average 

of 3.24% per year.  



 

Analysis of the TripAdvisor, Inc. (NASD:TRIP) seasonal charts above shows that 

a Buy Date of April 28 and a Sell Date of July 23 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 8.68% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 11 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 8 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 11 years by an average of 

18.22% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the TC Energy Corp. (NYSE:TRP) seasonal charts above shows that 

a Buy Date of April 28 and a Sell Date of August 4 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 3.89% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 17 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return slightly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average 

of 0.17% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Ryder System, Inc. (NYSE:R) seasonal charts above shows that 

a Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of July 26 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 3% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return 

Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown positive 

results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a good rate 

of success and the return outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance 

of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 1.68% per year. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Analysis of the Cerner Corp. (NASD:CERN) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of August 4 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 6.84% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return outperforms the relative buy-and-

hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 1.27% 

per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc. (NASD:VRTX) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of August 4 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 9.52% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 17 of 

those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 20 years by an average of 9.41% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Westport Fuel Systems Inc. (NASD:WPRT) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of July 17 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 19.03% above the benchmark rate 

of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 12 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 11 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 12 years by an average of 31.82% per year. 

  



 

Analysis of the Alleghany Corp. (NYSE:Y) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of August 1 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 2.93% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average 

of 3.57% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the TransAlta Corp. (NYSE:TAC) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 23 and a Sell Date of July 17 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 3.02% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 

8.81% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Ameren Corp. (NYSE:AEE) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 22 and a Sell Date of August 25 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 3.82% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average 

of 3.91% per year.  



 

Analysis of the CF Industries Holdings, Inc. (NYSE:CF) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 22 and a Sell Date of August 25 has resulted in 

a geometric average return of 6.9% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 15 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 13 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 15 years by an average of 

2.67% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Northwest Natural Gas (NYSE:NWN) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 22 and a Sell Date of August 22 has resulted in 

a geometric average return of 2.99% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 

500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has 

shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. 

This is a very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the 

relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an 

average of 4.04% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Argonaut Gold Ltd. (TSE:AR.TO) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 21 and a Sell Date of August 13 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 13.59% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 

500 Total Return Index over the past 13 years. This seasonal timeframe has 

shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 11 of those periods. 

This is a very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the 

relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 13 years by an 

average of 23.98% per year.  



 

Analysis of the Apartment Investment and Management Co. (NYSE:AIV) 

seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 19 and a Sell Date of 

September 9 has resulted in a geometric average return of 6.55% above the 

benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. 

This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the 

benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the 

return strongly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the 

stock over the past 20 years by an average of 7.68% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Kroger Co. (NYSE:KR) seasonal charts above shows that a Buy 

Date of April 19 and a Sell Date of July 11 has resulted in a geometric average 

return of 2.5% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index 

over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results 

compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a good rate of 

success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold 

performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 3.46% per 

year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Mondelez International, Inc. (NASD:MDLZ) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 19 and a Sell Date of July 14 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 2.13% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 19 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 14 of 

those periods. This is a good rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 19 years by an average of 2.55% per year.  



 

Analysis of the IAMGold Corp. (TSE:IMG.TO) seasonal charts above shows that 

a Buy Date of April 18 and a Sell Date of August 31 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 9.8% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 17 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average 

of 12.89% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Franco-Nevada Corp. (TSE:FNV.TO) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 17 and a Sell Date of September 6 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 10.91% above the benchmark rate 

of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 13 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 11 of 

those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the return outperforms 

the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 13 years by 

an average of 1.33% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Toronto Dominion Bank (NYSE:TD) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 16 and a Sell Date of September 6 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 4.07% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of 

those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the return outperforms 

the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by 

an average of 1.35% per year.  



 

Analysis of the Autonation, Inc. (NYSE:AN) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 15 and a Sell Date of July 8 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 4.42% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 

0.87% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Dollar Tree, Inc. (NASD:DLTR) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 15 and a Sell Date of July 14 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 7.59% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return outperforms the relative buy-and-hold 

performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 1.6% per 

year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the TransDigm Group Inc. (NYSE:TDG) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 15 and a Sell Date of September 3 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 13.72% above the benchmark rate 

of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 14 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 14 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success, but the return 

underperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 14 years by an average of 7.91% per year.  



 

Analysis of the Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. (NYSE:LYV) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 15 and a Sell Date of August 16 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 9.76% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 15 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 13 of 

those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 15 years by an average of 7.36% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Winnebago Industries Inc. (NYSE:WGO) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 15 and a Sell Date of July 5 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 7.61% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 

4.6% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Johnson Outdoors, Inc. (NASD:JOUT) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 12 and a Sell Date of July 5 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 10.1% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 18 of those periods. This is an 

excellent rate of success and the return outperforms the relative buy-and-

hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 1.89% 

per year.  



 

Analysis of the Alaska Communications Systems Group, Inc. (NASD:ALSK) 

seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 11 and a Sell Date of 

July 2 has resulted in a geometric average return of 7.09% above the 

benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. 

This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the 

benchmark in 14 of those periods. This is a good rate of success and the 

return strongly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the 

stock over the past 20 years by an average of 13.9% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Group I Automotive Inc. (NYSE:GPI) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 10 and a Sell Date of September 6 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 9.58% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 14 of 

those periods. This is a good rate of success and the return outperforms the 

relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an 

average of 1.84% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Cintas Corp. (NASD:CTAS) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 9 and a Sell Date of August 13 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 5.74% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 17 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return outperforms the relative buy-and-

hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 1.66% 

per year.  



 

Analysis of the McKesson Corp. (NYSE:MCK) seasonal charts above shows that 

a Buy Date of April 8 and a Sell Date of July 23 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 8.33% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 18 of those periods. This is an 

excellent rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average 

of 6.18% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Stratasys, Inc. (NASD:SSYS) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 8 and a Sell Date of July 5 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 6.63% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative buy-and-hold 

performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 0.97% per 

year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Titan Machinery Inc. (NASD:TITN) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 7 and a Sell Date of June 29 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 5.19% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 13 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 11 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 13 years by an average 

of 11.9% per year.  



 

Analysis of the HSBC Holdings PLC (NYSE:HSBC) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 7 and a Sell Date of August 4 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 2.8% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 

10.66% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Boyd Group Income Fund (TSE:BYD.TO) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 7 and a Sell Date of August 31 has resulted in 

a geometric average return of 14.21% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 

500 Total Return Index over the past 17 years. This seasonal timeframe has 

shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. 

This is an excellent rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 17 years by an average 

of 2.24% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Black Diamond Group Ltd. (TSE:BDI.TO) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 5 and a Sell Date of July 2 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 15.49% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 

500 Total Return Index over the past 14 years. This seasonal timeframe has 

shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 12 of those periods. 

This is a very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the 

relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 14 years by an 

average of 22.23% per year.  



 

Analysis of the American Express Co. (NYSE:AXP) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of August 10 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 6.02% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average 

of 6.92% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Capital One Fncl Corp. (NYSE:COF) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of July 8 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 4.96% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 

8.83% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Illumina, Inc. (NASD:ILMN) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of June 29 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 12.89% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 

1.46% per year.  



 

Analysis of the Facebook, Inc. (NASD:FB) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of August 31 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 16.81% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 8 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 8 of those periods. This is an 

excellent rate of success and the return slightly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 8 years by an average of 

0.81% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the BRP Inc. (TSE:DOO.TO) seasonal charts above shows that a Buy 

Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of August 31 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 28.26% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 7 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 6 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 7 years by an average of 

25.34% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the AmerisourceBergen Corp. (NYSE:ABC) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 3 and a Sell Date of June 26 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 4.47% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 16 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 

0.34% per year.  



 

Analysis of the FS Bancorp, Inc. (NASD:FSBW) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 3 and a Sell Date of June 29 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 6.97% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 8 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 8 of those periods. This is an 

excellent rate of success and the return outperforms the relative buy-and-

hold performance of the stock over the past 8 years by an average of 1.32% 

per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Prudential Financial Inc. (NYSE:PRU) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 1 and a Sell Date of July 5 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 2.94% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 19 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 19 years by an average of 

3.9% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Meritor, Inc. (NYSE:MTOR) seasonal charts above shows that a 

Buy Date of April 1 and a Sell Date of June 20 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 15.11% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 17 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average 

of 18% per year.  



 

Analysis of the Energy Transfer LP (NYSE:ET) seasonal charts above shows that 

a Buy Date of April 1 and a Sell Date of June 29 has resulted in a geometric 

average return of 10.53% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total 

Return Index over the past 14 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 12 of those periods. This is a 

very good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 14 years by an average 

of 14.45% per year. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



ETFs Entering Period of Strength in April 

    

Analysis of the AlphaClone Alternative Alpha ETF (AMEX:ALFA) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 30 and a Sell Date of September 

24 has resulted in a geometric average return of 2.86% above the benchmark 

rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 8 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 8 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 8 years by an average of 4.02% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the BMO Equal Weight U.S. Health Care Hedged to CAD Index ETF 

(TSE:ZUH.TO) seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 30 and a 

Sell Date of July 23 has resulted in a geometric average return of 2.84% above 

the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 10 years. 

This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the 

benchmark in 10 of those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the 

return slightly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the 

stock over the past 10 years by an average of 0.45% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the IQ Real Return ETF (NYSE:CPI) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 29 and a Sell Date of August 25 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 0.1% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 11 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 4 of those periods. This is a 

poor rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 11 years by an average of 

11% per year.  



 

 

 

Analysis of the ARK Web x.0 ETF (AMEX:ARKW) seasonal charts above shows 

that a Buy Date of April 28 and a Sell Date of July 17 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 11.04% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 

500 Total Return Index over the past 6 years. This seasonal timeframe has 

shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 6 of those periods. This 

is an excellent rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 6 years by an average of 

16.03% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Vanguard S&P 500 Growth ETF (NYSE:VOOG) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 28 and a Sell Date of September 3 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 2.2% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 10 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 10 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success, but the return 

underperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 10 years by an average of 0.12% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the iShares U.S. Consumer Goods ETF (NYSE:IYK) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of July 17 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 1.34% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 14 of 

those periods. This is a good rate of success, but the return underperforms 

the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by 

an average of 0.57% per year.  



 

 

 

Analysis of the Global X SuperDividend REIT ETF (NASD:SRET) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of August 25 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 3.28% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 5 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 5 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 5 years by an average of 15.28% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the SPDR S&P Health Care Equipment ETF (NYSE:XHE) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 25 and a Sell Date of August 1 

has resulted in a geometric average return of 3.73% above the benchmark 

rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 9 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 9 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success, but the return 

underperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 9 years by an average of 0.63% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Invesco Dynamic Software ETF (NYSE:PSJ) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 19 and a Sell Date of July 8 has resulted 

in a geometric average return of 2.84% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 

500 Total Return Index over the past 15 years. This seasonal timeframe has 

shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 13 of those periods. 

This is a very good rate of success, but the return underperforms the relative 

buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 15 years by an average 

of 2.48% per year.  



 

 

 

Analysis of the SPDR S&P 1500 Momentum Tilt ETF (AMEX:MMTM) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 16 and a Sell Date of August 16 

has resulted in a geometric average return of 1.41% above the benchmark 

rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 8 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 8 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return outperforms 

the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 8 years by 

an average of 1.18% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Vanguard S&P Small-Cap 600 Growth ETF (NYSE:VIOG) 

seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 16 and a Sell Date of 

July 5 has resulted in a geometric average return of 2.29% above the 

benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 10 years. 

This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the 

benchmark in 8 of those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the 

return strongly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the 

stock over the past 10 years by an average of 2.64% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the iShares MSCI USA Momentum Factor ETF (AMEX:MTUM) 

seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 12 and a Sell Date of 

August 31 has resulted in a geometric average return of 4.45% above the 

benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 7 years. This 

seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 

7 of those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 7 years by an average of 1.09% per year.  



 

Analysis of the Vanguard Russell 2000 Growth ETF (NASD:VTWG) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 12 and a Sell Date of July 5 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 2.3% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 10 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 9 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 10 years by an average of 2.46% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the SPDR S&P Health Care Services ETF (NYSE:XHS) seasonal charts 

above shows that a Buy Date of April 12 and a Sell Date of July 23 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 3.56% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 9 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 9 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return strongly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 9 years by an average of 3.12% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Invesco DWA Technology Momentum ETF (NASD:PTF) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 11 and a Sell Date of July 20 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 4.1% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 14 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 12 of 

those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the return slightly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 14 years by an average of 0.81% per year.  



 

Analysis of the Invesco S&P SmallCap Consumer Discretionary ETF 

(NASD:PSCD) seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 10 and a 

Sell Date of July 8 has resulted in a geometric average return of 2.4% above 

the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 10 years. 

This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the 

benchmark in 8 of those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the 

return strongly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the 

stock over the past 10 years by an average of 3.52% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Invesco DWA Consumer Staples Momentum ETF (NASD:PSL) 

seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 9 and a Sell Date of July 

8 has resulted in a geometric average return of 1.44% above the benchmark 

rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 14 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 11 of 

those periods. This is a good rate of success and the return slightly 

outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 14 years by an average of 0.69% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Fidelity MSCI Information Technology Index ETF (AMEX:FTEC) 

seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 5 and a Sell Date of 

August 31 has resulted in a geometric average return of 5.16% above the 

benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 7 years. This 

seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 

7 of those periods. This is an excellent rate of success, but the return 

underperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the 

past 7 years by an average of 3.76% per year.  



 

Analysis of the PureFunds ISE Cyber Security ETF (AMEX:HACK) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 5 and a Sell Date of July 20 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 3.54% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 6 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 6 of 

those periods. This is an excellent rate of success and the return outperforms 

the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 6 years by 

an average of 1.7% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Invesco KBW High Dividend Yield Financial ETF (NASD:KBWD) 

seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 5 and a Sell Date of 

June 26 has resulted in a geometric average return of 1.43% above the 

benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 10 years. 

This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the 

benchmark in 6 of those periods. This is a fair rate of success and the return 

strongly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock 

over the past 10 years by an average of 8.83% per year. 

 

 

Analysis of the Global X MSCI Greece ETF (AMEX:GREK) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of June 23 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 1.7% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 9 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 6 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 9 years by an average of 

17.95% per year. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Analysis of the Global X Guru Index ETF (AMEX:GURU) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of June 23 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 2.33% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 8 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 6 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return strongly outperforms the relative buy-

and-hold performance of the stock over the past 8 years by an average of 

4.1% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the SPDR S&P 600 Small Cap Growth ETF (NYSE:SLYG) seasonal 

charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of June 29 has 

resulted in a geometric average return of 2.41% above the benchmark rate of 

the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal 

timeframe has shown positive results compared to the benchmark in 15 of 

those periods. This is a good rate of success and the return outperforms the 

relative buy-and-hold performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an 

average of 1.43% per year. 

 

 

 

Analysis of the SPDR S&P 500 Growth ETF (NYSE:SPYG) seasonal charts above 

shows that a Buy Date of April 4 and a Sell Date of July 20 has resulted in a 

geometric average return of 0.86% above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 

Total Return Index over the past 20 years. This seasonal timeframe has shown 

positive results compared to the benchmark in 13 of those periods. This is a 

good rate of success and the return outperforms the relative buy-and-hold 

performance of the stock over the past 20 years by an average of 1.64% per 

year.  



 

Analysis of the Invesco S&P MidCap Value with Momentum ETF 

(AMEX:XMVM) seasonal charts above shows that a Buy Date of April 3 and a 

Sell Date of June 29 has resulted in a geometric average return of 0.82% 

above the benchmark rate of the S&P 500 Total Return Index over the past 15 

years. This seasonal timeframe has shown positive results compared to the 

benchmark in 12 of those periods. This is a very good rate of success and the 

return strongly outperforms the relative buy-and-hold performance of the 

stock over the past 15 years by an average of 2.95% per year. 
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April Monthly Portfolio Allocation 

ETF Description 

Average 
Portfolio Buy 
Date 

Average 
Portfolio Sell 
Date 

Allocation 
Expected at 
March 
Month-end 

Allocation 
Expected at 
April 
Month-end 

ITB Homebuilding October 28 February 06 2.5% 0% 

XLY Discretionary October 28 April 23 10% 0% 

EEM or XEC.TO Emerging Markets October 27 May 05 10% 5% 

KBE or ZUB.TO US Banks December 16 April 13 10% 0% 

XLB Materials January 23 May 05 10% 5% 

XRT Retail January 21 April 12 5% 0% 

XLE or XEG.TO Energy January 17 May 05 10% 10% 

ACWX All Country ex-US January 14 May 03 15% 20% 

IYT Transportation February 03 April 16 5% 0% 

XLI Industrials February 01 May 05 5% 5% 

ZEB.TO or XFN.TO Canadian Banks February 06 April 16 5% 0% 

REZ Residential REITs February 19 May 18 7.5% 10% 

PKB Construction February 06 April 29 5% 5% 

ITA Aerospace/Defense April 16 September 29   5% 

QQQ or XQQ.TO NASDAQ April 15 July 17   20% 

XLV or HHL.TO Healthcare April 24 October 27   10% 

XLP or XST.TO Staples April 24 October 27   5% 
 

Disclosure: Mr. Vialoux holds positions in ITB, XLY, EEM, ZUB.TO, XRT, XBM.TO, REZ, ITA, XQQ.TO, HHL.TO, XLI, PKB, and XEG.TO 

Comments and opinions offered in this report are for information only. They should not be considered as advice 

to purchase or to sell mentioned securities. Data offered in this report is believed to be accurate, but is not 

guaranteed. 

Mr Vialoux is an Associate Portfolio Manager with CastleMoore, Inc, a portfolio management company.  

Interested in gaining exposure to the proprietary seasonal strategy created by Don and Jon Vialoux?  Visit the 

following link for more information: http://EquityClock.com/About/Seasonal-Advantage-Portfolio/ 

http://equityclock.com/About/Seasonal-Advantage-Portfolio/

